Open position: Let’s build an English Academy for the Future

M.A.D Education
“ Hi, I think English education should be about communication.”
“Arts is important, let us synthesis arts into English education.”
“How about bring science into ESL (English as the second language) class?”

IF you value arts, science, math as much as we do; if you view learning a second language as
an opportunity for children to explore a broader world; you share the same vision as M.A.D does.
An English Academy should be more than teaching the grammatical rule. M.A.D focus on the wholeperson development, focus on the language competence, scientific competence, and Mathematical
competence of the students.
An English teacher should be more than a knowledge presenter. M.A.D’s teachers are experts in
different subjects, we create classes where the children could explore the external environment, and
develop their personality and capability. We accompany the children in the adventures.

IF you are looking for an opportunity to meaningfully spend your summer, a place to
develop with the children, if you are willing to make contribution to the ESL education in China.
M.A.D provides such a platform for you.

At M.A.D, teachers, executives, and parents work jointly to create a dynamic learning center
for K-12 students. The executives provide support, resources, and assistance for the teachers to carry
out their teaching philosophy. The teachers make use of their specialties to establish an
interdisciplinary course system, to close the achievement gap for the students, and to assess the
students’ performance and progresses. The parents make contribution to the courses by consistently
engage into the whole process. With a small-class learning setting, every teacher will enjoy the
pleasure of engaging with students without worrying about being under huge pressure.

Open positions to all passionate educational practitioners and Curriculum designers.
01: Curriculum designers
Responsibilities:
•
•

Design interdisciplinary courses to K-6 that will be implemented in English.
Develop the corresponding assessment system.

•
•

Keep track of the teachers’ and students’ performance at class, and provide essential training to the
teachers.
Work with children directly.

Job requirement:
•
•

Experienced teacher, preferably work in kindergartens and elementary schools.
Knows about a subject besides English the language.
02: Subject teachers

Responsibilities:
•
•
•
•

Conduct content-based English lessons to K-6 students.
Keep track of the students’ performance, and report to the team on a regular basis.
Work with the team to modify our courses, materials, and lessons.
Work with children directly.

Job requirement:
•
•
•

Experienced teacher, preferably work in kindergartens and elementary schools.
Strong interpersonal communication skills.
Willing to work with our Chinese assistant teachers.

We provide:
•
•
•
•

Generous salary
Accommodation
Travel allowance
Additional bonus

Contact us
Send your resume, cover letter to hr@madedu.com
We are waiting for you!

